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Dear Customers, Dear Colleagues:
Often during these past months,
the pain and disruption
of COVID-19 impacted
individuals we knew well and
cared for deeply. Taghleef was
not spared. As we continue
working to keep our portion of
the supply chain robust, we pause
to acknowledge the personal and economic
trauma suffered.
During the height of the pandemic, our customers
counted on a secure supply of product, and we
delivered. All Taghleef sites continued operations
without interruption, ensuring the continuity
of supply for essential packaged food and
water. We learned and implemented enhanced
safety measures to secure the protection of our
colleagues. Taghleef demonstrated that even
during an extraordinary crisis, by responding
decisively and proactively, we can go beyond our
commitments to meet a surge in demand. In this,
I wish to acknowledge the collective contributions
of our carefully chosen supply chain partners who
are weathering this storm with us, and I extend
special thanks to our Ti employees for their
dedication and resilience.
It was as recently as our last Ti News edition
that we were anticipating full participation
at Interpack and a busy calendar of industry
events. At these events we always enjoy personal
interaction with you, our customers and

colleagues from around the globe. We all benefit
from vigorously exchanging ideas and gathering
many people together in one place. Now with
COVID-19, the world is adjusting to new realities,
and like you, we experiment with new ways
to interact, connect, and ultimately progress.
Although we cannot come together in the ways
we expected, Ti continues to progress and to live
up to our core commitments regarding innovation
and sustainability.
In this edition of Ti News you will learn about
Dynamic Cycle™, our corporate platform
encompassing all sustainability-related initiatives.
As part of these initiatives, we reinforce our ability
to reDESIGN™ existing solutions for an improved
environmental profile. We are also introducing
reLIFE™, our range of polypropylene films with
post-consumer recycled content that gives new
life to used materials.

The Rose Petal Effect
Have you ever stopped to wonder why a rose petal

between the bumps creates air gaps between the

glistening with water is so uniquely beautiful? Usually,

water and plant surfaces causing the water to form a

when a droplet of water forms on a surface, it rolls off

spherical shape which, in the case of the lotus, easily

easily, like rain on a freshly waxed car or a lotus leaf.

rolls off. Uniquely, the rose has fine ridges on the

This is because these waxy surfaces are hydrophobic

bumps that entrap the water and anchor the droplet

(water repellant), which means that it is difficult for

to the surface and prevent it from rolling away. These

water to stick and adhere to these surfaces if they

two different length scales of roughness within a rose

are even just slightly tilted. Compared to a waxed car

petal drive two distinct and apparently contradictory

or a lotus leaf, the rose petal is unique because the

behaviors simultaneously: repulsion and attraction.

surface looks hydrophobic, yet water clings tightly to
its surface.
The source of this power to both repel and adhere

Researchers can use the lessons of plant surfaces
to improve product performance. The million dollar
question: How do we leverage these lessons in films?

water is in its surface texture. Both the rose and lotus
surfaces have microscopic bumps. The spacing

I hope you find this edition of Ti News informative
and that you continue to partner with us to
innovate for the future generations.
Together we innovate. We have learned that even
in challenging times, we can adapt and continue
innovating together. We look forward to meeting
with you in person when the time is right. Until
then, stay safe and take good care.
Sincerely,
Dr. Detlef Schuhmann
CEO Ti Group
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“Closing the Loop”

BRC Certification:

Ti is pleased to have received ISCC Plus certification,

significant energy, right

The Ti Canada team is thrilled to have received the

demonstrating their proven ability to now supply BOPP films

now our world needs a

highest possible grade for its first British Retail

with PCR content. Such certifications validate Ti’s industry

more circular economy

Consortium (BRC) certification in May 2019. This

progress and the effort invested into “closing the loop” by

and reduced post-

achievement marks the beginning of a new chapter for

re-introducing returned consumer polypropylene waste

consumer waste.

the Varennes plant, as the BRC/IoP Global Standard

with PCR content label films

into the supply chain. Still, an industry certification neither
indicates how much additional work is required nor answers
the multitude of questions arising from our collaboration.

an accomplishment for Ti Canada!

A less costly supply option
is using resins made from

for Packaging Materials is currently the leading product
safety and quality certification in our industry worldwide.

collected, sorted, and re-granulated

While this is a commendable achievement, Stephan

In conjunction with, suppliers, coaters, printers, and brand

PP packaging, also known as mechanical PCR resins.

Levesque, Ti Canada’s Quality Supervisor and head of

owners, Ti can now offer films containing chemically recycled

However, the supply of these resins is very limited and the

the project, believes that “becoming BRC approved is a

resins. Chemically recycled polymers are derived from

quality and consistency needs improvement, restricting

natural result of the unparalleled importance we grant to

consumer waste that has been collected, sorted, pyrolyzed,

mechanical PCR content to around 30%. Undeterred, Ti

the protection of the ultimate consumer.”

and re-polymerized back into standard grade polymers. This

continues to collaborate with suppliers, customers, and

process results in a perfectly equitable resin quality to that

organizations such as A Circular Economy for Flexible

of virgin film polymer, and it is even approved for use in food

Packaging (CEFLEX) and Association of Plastic Recyclers

packaging. Chemical PCR content films are indistinguishable

(APR).

for progress. Even though the plant was well within

By innovating together, we can answer more questions and

been united in saying that it is their duty to prove

provide more solutions to “close the loop.”

their commitment to their clients by complying with

from standard films, even with a very high percentage of
certified PCR content. Though the process consumes

The decision to seek this certification was based on
both a sense of urgency to comply and a strong desire
standards before BRC, Ti Canada’s team has always

Investigating Compostable Plastics

Global Food Safety Initiatives. According to the General
Manager, Christiane Tardy, the importance of this
certification in business dealings is as clear as it can
be. “For the client, this certification is a guarantee that
our practices are in line with the highest international

Is compostable plastic more

by biological processes during

carbon in plastic is mainly wasted as

environmentally friendly than

composting to yield carbon dioxide

CO2 instead of being converted to

traditional plastic? While some

(CO2), water, inorganic compounds,

useful energy. ASTM D6868 certified

say yes, others say no. To start this

and biomass at a rate consistent

plastics are neither the same as

conversation, it may be helpful to

with other known compostable

biodegradable plastics, nor are

Everyone agrees that the unbeatable AA grade

answer the following question: What

materials and that leaves no

they readily compostable in home

received by Ti Canada is the result of the entire

is compostable plastic?

visible, distinguishable, or toxic

composting piles or if littered. We

staff’s exemplary dedication in the months leading

residue.” ASTM D6868 is commonly

at Ti are keeping up to date with the

up to the audit. In addition, enthusiasm in the plant

used to test compostability of

progress in this field, and we are

would have been difficult to maintain without the

plastic material in municipal or

investigating its suitability for our

unwavering support of the administration.

industrial facilities under aerobic

customers.

According to the American Society
for Testing and Materials (ASTM),
compostable plastic is “a plastic
that undergoes degradation

conditions. This implies that the

requirements in our industry, notably in terms of hygiene,
risk management, and the overall organization
of our plant facilities and operations.”

Excellence comes at a cost, which included relocating
the employee entrance and making substantial
investments to bring the facilities up to current and
future standards. Nevertheless, the Canadian team was
still able to afford a cake and eat it, too, knowing that this
landmark in the plant’s growth is guaranteed to pay off
sooner than later.
Christiane Tardy, General Manager
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Stephan Levesque, Quality Supervisor
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EXTENDO® XFWM:

functionality meets design
Finalist at ISM Packaging Awards
In February, Taghleef Industries exhibited at ProSweets

An Outstanding PVdC/Acrylic Coated Films

Main European guidelines for recyclability of flexible

the sweets and snacks industry. ProSweets was

plastic packaging materials—such as Recyclass and

held in parallel with ISM Cologne, representing the

VerpackG (German Packaging Law), among others—

entire industrial value chain—from ingredients and

are listing PVdC coated films as unacceptable for

packaging materials to machine and optimized product

recycling. Consequently, brand owners and retailers are

technologies.

redesigning their packaging structures by switching from

and their commitment to being part of the solution with

response to the COVID-19 crisis

Replacement

Cologne, the international supplier trade fair for

The Ti team shared their approach toward sustainability

Importance of Plastics for Food
Protection, Safety, and Hygiene:

traditional PVdC films to more environmentally friendly
barrier solutions.

various stakeholders throughout the fair. Ti’s EXTENDO®

EXTENDO XFWM represents a proven alternative to

XFWM was highlighted and hailed as one of the finalists

PVdC/Acrylic coated films in terms of product protection

for the show’s “New Product Showcase” awards.

and machinability. Being chlorine-free, it has recently

EXTENDO® XFWM is a transparent BOPP high barrier

obtained the Recyclability Certification from Interseroh

film specially designed to replace PVdC/Acrylic coated

(Germany) with an excellent score. XFWM’s mineral

films.

oil barrier and exceptional aroma barrier were both
proven to be superior to PVdC/acrylic coated films by
Fraunhofer Institute IVV (Germany) and FlavoLogic,
GmbH, respectively. Oxygen and moisture barriers are
in line with, if not better than, those provided by PVdC
coated films.
Furthermore, thanks to its excellent slip properties
and ultra-wide heat seal range, XFWM is ideal in highspeed packaging machines for single-web horizontal

Plastic packaging is widely used

many essential products, such

industry provides a regular supply

in a variety of sectors because

as medical devices, medicines,

of products on supermarket

of its versatility, strength, low

sanitizers, and, above all, food and

shelves and guarantees that goods

weight, stability, barrier properties,

drinks.

reach consumers safely, whether

and ease of sterilization. Aside
from providing easy storage and

Plastic packaging protects food

through retail or e-commerce.

and extends shelf life to avoid food

As a global manufacturer of

losses. Plastic bottles prevent

packaging films, Taghleef is

spillage and ensure hygienic and

committed to offering solutions

safe transportation. Consequently,

that not only minimize the impact

in such an unprecedented

on the environment but also ensure

situation in which governments

product protection, medical safety,

have implemented community

and hygiene. Recognizing that

Despite the criticism surrounding

quarantines and have encouraged

plastic packaging plays a vital role

the use of plastics and their

physical distancing, the packaging

in our daily lives, Ti is working hard

transportation of goods, it also
protects and preserves items from
damage or external contamination.
This means that products delivered
to final consumers are in perfect
condition.

potential impact on the

to meet our partners’ requirements

environment, the recent COVID-19

during the COVID-19 crisis. Our

outbreak has clearly demonstrated

role in the supply chain is to

how the functionalities and benefits

deliver fundamental packaging

of plastics are extremely valuable

solutions, meet essential needs

in the world’s efforts to prevent the

of our customers and consumers,

spread of the virus. In fact, plastics

and advise on best practices

are used to produce and package

regarding the end of life and reuse
of materials.

and vertical flow-wrap. Suitable for dry products,
biscuits, chocolates, and snacks applications, XFWM is
every brand owner’s perfect packaging choice where
functionality meets design.

Ti news
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Sustainability for Generations
to Come: Dynamic Cycle™
At Taghleef, we make an intentional effort to look

providing sustainable packaging and labeling films.

within and beyond our industry to develop new ways

Every Ti product line is engineered to provide special

to contribute and take initiative on matters that are

functionalities and to facilitate recyclability at the end

important for our partners, our communities, and our

of life. Premium lightweight packaging films, such as

stakeholders.

EXTENDO®, offer high functional barrier and product

Ti’s focus is on innovating sustainable products that
meet real needs. Our manufacturing processes and the
films we produce reduce food waste, improve medical
safety and hygiene, and support a greener lifestyle. Our
holistic approach to innovation and production assures
our customers of overall sustainable practices in our
manufacturing facilities and our range of
products and services. This approach is
Dynamic Cycle.
Dynamic Cycle is Taghleef’s set
of initiatives aimed to address

protection. Low density SHAPE360™ TDS—polyolefin
film for shrink sleeve labels—improves PET bottle

based PLA NATIVIA® solutions are breathable films
and industrially compostable. The solutions we offer
allow brand owners to reDESIGN™ existing
product packaging with the goal of a lower
environmental profile. Furthermore,
Ti’s broad portfolio of sustainable
innovations is completed by
reLIFE™, the new range of

and for our stakeholders.

with chemically recycled PCR,

It translates into strategic

mechanically recycled PCR, and

choices, advanced know-how, a

reprocessed PP.

Taghleef’s trusted consulting voice
that interacts with all its partners
to contribute to the quality of life of
generations to come.
Ti is conscious about the growing demand towards
a more circular economy and is committed to

Under Taghleef’s Dynamic Cycle approach is the
new umbrella brand reLIFE™. Ti News interviewed
Monica Battistella, Product Manager and
Sustainability Advisor for Ti Europe, to learn
more about the reLIFE brand.

floatable printed sleeves from rigid PET flakes. Bio-

packaging and labeling solutions

the most compliant portfolio. It is

Q&A with Monica Battistella

recycling stream quality by ensuring the separation of

sustainability issues within

focused investment strategy, and

Introducing reLIFE™

With Dynamic Cycle, together,
we are taking purposeful steps in
the right direction while we are all
continuing, searching, and investing to
foster sustainability for the future.
Dynamic Cycle at Taghleef Industries. Together we
innovate for future generations.

Q: What is the reLIFE brand all about?

Q: Why is reLIFE significant for its customers?

A: reLIFE is Taghleef’s inter-segment portfolio of recycled

A: The reLIFE portfolio’s core value is supporting the

polypropylene solutions for various applications that

circular economy by developing new products from

brings new life to used materials. This consists of

waste. Customers who choose these products know they

packaging and labeling solutions with either chemically

are supporting a positive cause since reLIFE reduces the

or mechanically recycled PCR content or reprocessed

quantity of plastic waste which could potentially end up

granules. The reLIFE range is part of Ti’s continuous

in the environment. It also saves limited fossil resources

commitment to truly making a difference and positively

and energy which can then be used to produce new virgin

contributing toward the move from a linear to a more

resin.

circular economy.
Q: How was this new product range developed?

Q: What are some other benefits of these products?
A: The unique feature of these products is that in addition

A: Our experience and relationships with our different

to providing environmental benefit, they are suitable

stakeholders paved the way for us to better learn

for most of the same applications as the traditional film

and understand current flexible packaging, end of life

grade, and they ensure the same technical performance.

options, and the use of resources for production. Thanks

At Taghleef, we continue to actively advance our products

to our membership in organizations such as CEFLEX

so that customers are guaranteed to have the most

and APR, the synergy among our plants, and the internal

current sustainable solutions developed by their trusted

collaboration between R&D and Business Units, we

supplier.

collected the insight needed to successfully develop this
new product range.

Ti news
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SHAPE360® TDS:

Cogeneration:

Ti Colombia contributes to sustainability

more than a shapely label
Consumer purchase choices are often influenced by colorful

Manufacturing industries

exhaust from the turbine is then directed to a recovery

worldwide are striving to

boiler to generate steam, which serves both as a heating

make their processes

medium for the process equipment and as an energy

more energy efficient

source to cool water in an absorption system.

the entire container, engaging customers from their first look.

By generating their own electricity and optimizing

While visual appeal is important, today’s environmentally

to contribute to the
sustainability of our
planet.

systems and equipment design, the plant increases both
efficiency and uptime. An added benefit is more reliable

Making BOPP films

energy supply as the plant can generate either in tandem

requires consumption

with the public electrical grid or as a stand-alone source.

of electrical and thermal energy

This assures production continuity in the event of any

for the different stages of production. Electrical energy

system failure. Ti’s know-how lies in the correct balance

is the main driving force for the machinery, and thermal

of cogenerator capacity relative to thermal and electrical

energy heats or cools the raw materials while transforming

energy needs and the ability to make adjustments when

them into a finished product.

necessary to maintain this balance.

One example of how Ti Colombia is making BOPP

The environmental benefits of cogeneration compared to

production more energy efficient is the use of

traditional energy sources include less fossil fuel burned,

cogeneration. Since 2001, they have been advancing the

less electricity consumed, and a 30% lower carbon

knowledge necessary to utilize cogeneration technology.

footprint. Ti Colombia has the expertise to optimize this

In this process, natural gas is used as a primary source

process and is doing their part to support sustainability.

to produce electrical energy in a turbogenerator. The hot

labels on uniquely shaped containers. Brand owners that choose
SHAPE360® TDS film benefit from 360° branding that wraps around

conscious consumers are even more motivated to choose
products that are sustainable. This is why SHAPE360
TDS film is the right choice. In addition to being
an attractive labels choice, SHAPE360 TDS
film improves the quality and efficiency of PET
container recycling.
Labels may only account for a small portion of
the overall physical packaging, but in reality they
play a big role. A low-density polyolefin film like
SHAPE360 TDS not only supports PET container
recycling, but it is also an environmentally friendly
solution that reduces the weight of the label.
More labels per roll means less weight and less
greenhouse gas generation, all of which contribute
to a smaller carbon footprint.
SHAPE360 TDS film is more than just a shapely label
film; it is a responsible, sustainable choice for brand

Derprosa reLIFE Films
™

™

owners and consumers who care.

for graphic arts
Ti Spain in Alcalá la Real is ready

to a mass balance criteria. This

hygiene and safety. In addition, this

to release a new portfolio of

plastic waste is not suitable for

process allows the films to retain

Derprosa

BOPP thermal films for

mechanical recycling and usually

all the original properties of fossil-

paper and cardboard lamination.

ends up in landfills or is incinerated.

based raw materials.

These new PCR (post-consumer

Using this waste to produce new

recycled) films are based on

plastic effectively contributes to the

sustainable raw materials and

removal of harmful plastic waste

supported by the ISCC PLUS

from the environment.

TM

certification.

These new reLIFE 50 films
match their respective current
versions in all parameters and
characteristics and are equal in

Compared to mechanical recycling,

terms of performance, results, and

The new PCR range is certified

chemical recycling has the

machinability.

to be manufactured using 50%

advantage of developing new raw

of raw materials from chemically

materials suitable for applications

recycled PCR waste according

that have the highest standards for
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Germ-Free Zone:

Technology Transfer

BacterStop films stop the spread of bacteria

to Ti Latin America

Think about how many pieces

come into contact with the film

Additional technology and benefits

As a global company serving markets

customers such as Phillip Morris,

of printed literature you hold in

surface. BacterStop films are

of the BacterStop range include the

around the world, Ti chooses the best

British American Tobacco (BAT), and

following:

technology for every film application.

regional tobacco companies in Latin

This is the case for our high-

America. To support this demand, Ti

performance tobacco films which were

invested in two new high-precision

designed and developed in the USA

1650mm slitter machines that

and are now successfully produced in

reach speeds up to 350 m/min.

Latin America.

This capital investment for

your hands on a usual day, from

groundbreaking because their

a restaurant menu to an airplane

antibacterial properties are not

safety card to a brochure at your

simply the result of a coating;

doctor’s office. While we naturally

instead, they are built into the film

assume that these settings have

itself. This makes them uniquely

high standards of hygiene and safety,

• Bacteria-free no matter how many
hands touch the surface
• Bacteria-fighting properties

suited to applications in food service,

maintained even when regularly

some items found in these places can

travel, and the medical field, as well

washed or cleaned

contribute to the spread of germs.

as in schools, childcare, and personal

Any type of packaging, book, or

care product packaging.

Ideal for tobacco packaging, these

• Active protection for the intended

high shrink, transparent, two-sides

lifetime of the laminated item

sealable TXT and TX films are being
produced by Ti Colombia on a

• Effective even in humid

printed communication—even those

BacterStop films have the same

that have already been laminated—

technical, optical, and mechanical

can allow bacteria to spread from

characteristics as Gloss and Matte

person to person. This is due to

Premier films by Derprosa. Likewise,

bacteria’s ability to survive and

they are available in gloss and matte

Always ahead of the innovation curve,

multiply on the surface of both paper

finishes and in digital thermal,

Taghleef continues to anticipate

and the usual graphic arts laminating

standard thermal, and wet versions.

trends and provide solutions

films. Now more than ever, service
providers and their clientele rely on
ways to prevent the spread of germs.

According to external testing carried
out in accordance with ISO 22196
(measurement of antibacterial

More than a decade ago, Taghleef

activity on plastics and other non-

Industries developed a solution

porous surfaces), BacterStop halts

for this specific market need. Ti

the proliferation of bacteria by more

developed Derprosa™ BacterStop

than 99% on the laminated surface.

tobacco films in Ti’s Cartagena
plant reflects our commitment
to serving customers in Latin
America.

dedicated extrusion line. This line

environments

supplies all of the Americas, including

• Odor-free for all applications

that meet market needs. Today’s
heightened awareness and increased
demand for safe and hygienic

SynDECOR® EA Back Panel Overlay:

do-it-yourself just got better

products require innovative films
solutions, and BacterStop is up to
the challenge.

The global Ready-to-Assemble (RTA) furniture market

or other substrates with a hot nip roll laminating machine.

is valued at $12 billion and continues to grow. Ultra-

EA Back Panel film has the appropriate film thickness

lamination films which eliminate

lightweight yet durable decorative surface materials

for optimal board coverage and appearance, the top

more than 99% of bacteria that

are desirable for this furniture category which is in high

coat required to resist scratches, and the strength to

demand lately as more people around the world are

resist tearing during the manufacturing and assembly

working from home and are ordering furniture online

processes. In addition, a back panel

for home delivery and do-it-yourself (DIY) assembly.

laminated with SynDECOR can be

Producers of RTA flat-pack furniture include IKEA, Sauder

folded and unfolded multiple times

Woodworking, Bush Industries, and Ashley Furniture.

like a hinge without a visible seam

Chameleo

nsEye / Sh

utterstock

.com

Now, manufacturers of RTA flat pack furniture have a
new option for back panels. SynDECOR® EA Back Panel
Overlay is the latest innovation for the decorative surfaces
market and specifically addresses the performance
requirements of foldable back panels used in RTA
furniture.

or crease mark; this is critically
important for RTA furniture as
it ensures the product looks
good as new even after the flat
pack is stored, shipped, and
assembled. This feature is also
ideal for drawer components,

All SynDECOR EA versions feature a base film with white

wrapped legs, and other mitre

ink, an e-beam cured lacquer top coat, and pre-applied

fold surfacing applications.

hot melt adhesive, making them ready to apply to boards
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Remembering Dr. Ulrich Reiners
In March, our dear colleague and friend Dr.
Ulrich Reiners suddenly passed away after
fighting against COVID-19. We honor and
remember Ulrich, not only for the open,
helpful, and inspiring person he was, but
also for the exceptional professionalism and
kindness he showed to everyone who had
the privilege of meeting him.
Ulrich lived in Kempten, Germany
with his wife, Barbara, and their family.
Family was most important to him, and he
counted his colleagues as family, too.
Ulrich’s passion for this business led him
to become a pillar not only in our company
but also in the packaging industry. He

Until We Meet Again

generously shared his knowledge and
experience with his colleagues, and he was
a living example of never giving up despite
difficulties.

all trade shows between now and

innovative products and solutions,

Interpack’s new dates. This decision

and stay informed about the latest in

was made out of an abundance of

our industry.

care and concern for our colleagues,

With the current health crisis,

Ulrich’s contributions will never be

For now, we look forward to keeping

Each year, we at Taghleef Industries

disrupted. Interpack, the largest

in touch with you virtually. Until we

look forward to participating

global exhibition for packaging,

can meet face to face again,

in industry trade shows and

was postponed from May 2020 to

be safe and stay well.

conferences. They offer the

February 2021. With this change, Ti

opportunity to meet with our

chose to cancel our participation in

About the Cover
Taghleef’s bio-based film, NATIVIA®,

NATIVIA is a new generation of

has become a popular choice for a

biodegradable films made from

wide variety of flexible packaging and

polylactic acid (PLA) bio-based

label applications. Now we are proud

resin. Taghleef Industries initiated

to launch Derprosa™ Gloss NATIVIA

this ambitious project with the

for paper and cardboard lamination,

aim of driving the packaging

which is featured on the cover of this

industry towards more sustainable

edition of Ti News. This exciting new

solutions and offering consumers

biodegradable film boasts excellent

the opportunity to choose natural

transparency and gloss as well as

products that contribute to the

a strong barrier to grease and oils.

reduction of greenhouse gas

Derprosa Gloss NATIVIA is made

emissions and post-consumer waste.

™

of renewable resources, which is an
important step towards sustainability
in the graphic arts industry.
Ti news 14

customers, and visitors.

trade show schedules have been

forgotten, nor will his lasting impact as a
colleague and friend.

customers, showcase our latest

Product
Performance

Circular
Economy

Lifecycle
Analysis

Resource
Efficiency

www.ti-films.com

